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The Telugu Primer for the Use of Those who Wish to Study the Telugu
Language
1851

learn telugu in 30 days through english language is a book that brings to life the joy of learning a new language with utmost
ease and productivity it takes us through the journey of learning a new language with an expertise that makes you want to learn
more of the language every time you learn the author provides you with a unique method of teaching as he takes you on a
language learning experience you cannot miss out on through his experience and words the author has succeeded in ensuring a
smooth and effective learning process of learning telugu through english in today s world where everything is growing and
rapidly expanding through technology there is a high possibility of running into various people who differ in their origin
appearance languages and diversities the book aims at making us ready and prepared for these encounters thereby making
them a memorable experience using simple and easy to understand english in a unique way to ensure the proper learning of the
telugu language is what makes this book different from the rest of the language books learn telugu in 30 days through english
language is the book you need to learn telugu in the shortest number of days with a memorable experience in doing so this book
was published in 2005 and is available in paperback key features mentions simplest of techniques to understand words and their
meanings proper pronunciations given in english ensure correct usage of telugu words

A Grammar of the Telugu Language
1840

this book is designed for those who are interested in learning the spoken telugu language this book has 1000 telugu words and
sentences 225 words 775 sentences that are used in our daily life i am sure this book will be very much useful for you

Learn Telugu in 30 Days Through English
2016

prastut pustak me batchit sambandhit vakyo ko padhkar aap telugu bhasha ka prayog bazaar bus stand office aadi jagho par
asani se kar sakte hai yeh pustak un logo ko dhyan me rakhakar likhi gai hai jo hindi se telugu bhasha sikhne ke ichchhuk hai
telugu ke kai vidvano tatha manovaigyaniko se pramarsh ke pashchat is pustak ka sankalan kiya gya hai pathako ki suvidha ke
liye is pustak ko kul panch khando me bata gya hai pustak ke saath audio cd sanlagan hai jiska upyog kar aap saraltapurvak
telugu bol sakte hai pustak ke kuch pramukh ansh telugu vyakaran se sambandhit prayawachi shabd vilom shabd tatha lokpriya
muhavaro ka prayog mahtvapuran shabdavali me sharir ke vibhinn ang aatmiy rishtedaron se sambandhit shabd khaad samgri
rog kide makodo janvaro ke naam fal sabji tatha vibhinn dhatuo ke bare me jaankari di gai hai pustak me kya kyon kuon kaise
aadi shabdo ka prayog bazaar bank daakghar railway station bus stand restaurant aadi jagho par kis prakar telugu bhasha me
batchit kare iski vistrit jankari bhi di gai hai aavedan patra abhinandan patra mitra ko patra pustako ke liye order kis prakar likhe
iska bhi udaharan pustak ke antim khand me nihit hai pathako se anurodh hai ki telugu sikhne ke liye is pustak me diye gaye
batchit ke ansho ko pratidin avashaya padhe this book helps people in learning telugu langauge through rightful application of
words and sentences in places like market bus stands offices etc it is specially designed for the people who wish to learn hindi to
telugu languague conversions it is a compilation of exerts from various telugu language experts and psychologists the book has
been divided into five parts to make it easier for the students to read and learn it is available with a free audio cd that helps
individuals in learning to speak the language major parts of the boook telugu grammar related synonyms antonyms and usage
of famous idioms important words related to the body parts foot items family and relatives diseases insects animals fruits and
vegetables and information related to metals this book contains a list of words like what why how who etc and their usage in
marathi language in places like markets banks post office bus stand restaurant etc in detail the books also provides examples of
application letters invitation letters letters to family and friends letter to order for books in the last section it is advisable for all
the individuals to practice parts of speech and given grammar daily to have a command over the language v spublishers

1000 Telugu Words & Sentences - Spoken Telugu through English
1890

bhadriraju krishnamurti 1928 is professor and head of the department of linguistics at osmania university hyderabad he received
a b a hons degree 1948 in telugu language and literature at andhra university waltair and an m a 1955 and ph d 1957 in
linguistics from the university of pennsylvania u s a



Simplified Grammar of the Telugu Language
2015-06-01

this is a guidebook written for beginning to advanced telugu language learners it will help you learn some of the most commonly
used verbs in the telugu language it is the most comprehensive resource available for learning and mastering telugu verbs the
verbs are arranged in tabular format in alphabetical order which will make navigating through the program easier each verb is
fully conjugated and presented in all forms the book features sample sentences to demonstrate verb usage in context as well as
a grammar review this indispensable guide will help you conjugate verbs with ease enabling you to communicate in telugu with
confidence

Learn Telugu Through Hindi(Hindi To Telugu Learning Course)
2009-03

this guide to telugu language collects the most common telugu phrases and expressions as well as an english telugu telugu
english dictionary this phrasebook includes greetings food items directions sightseeing and many other categories of
expressions that will help anyone wanting to learn telugu this phrasebook is a must for anyone wanting to learn telugu

Telugu Verbal Bases
1905

in today s competitive world spoken english is considered as a passport for success in life the craze for learning spoken english
has led to the growth of coaching institutes all over the country much as they may profess and advertise it is not really possible
to learn any language in 30 days a person who genuinely wants to learn the language needs to spend two to three hours every
day for at least five or six months before he or she would feel confident to communicate in english the prime objective of this
book is to encourage students to learn english as a tool of communication and to enable them to understand the language
thoroughly the book basically takes off from the learner s point of view and guides them through cooperative learning methods
in order to help master the effective communication skills in english the book has been divided into four convenient units of
grammar pronunciation conversation and vocabulary each chapter covers one main area of learning english explained with
examples carefully selected and graded exercises have also been included throughout the book to give readers ample practice
and a complete understanding of the subject in short the book follows the modern functional approach to the study of english so
readers it is definitely a one stop solution for speaking english v spublishers

A Progressive Grammar of the Telugu Language
1990

india is a vast country of continental size despite increasing literacy english continues to be the link language for want of
acceptable language within the country however hindi still remains the language of the masses spoken by more than half the
population and understood by nearly three fourths although hindi is taught in school syllabi its purpose is purely academic that
hardly serves to promote national unity through ease in conversation understanding this need in filling this disjointed gap v s
publishers has taken the first fledging step by deciding to bring out a conversational indian language series beginning with
telugu to hindi module in the name of e sampurna vyakaran sahit e after years of research and hard work and supported by
knowledgeable persons of literary taste we have come out with this unique volume that is significantly different from all the
other language learning courses out there the major difference this module format also provides the basics of grammar which
are absent from all the other titles in the market these basics of grammar not only provide knowledge base of the language but
also enable an individual to learn the language while speaking it v spublishers

Acquisition of Syntax
1966

telugu language guide for foreign speakers



A Study of Telugu Semantics
2015-01-31

a guide to the telugu language with dialogues presented in both telugu and english and grammatical analysis by charles philip
brown this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

Telugu Language
2016-06-08

ask any parent in the west about teaching the telugu language in a country where there is little or no exposure to telugu
whatsoever but did you know that babies can be trained to learn two or even three languages simultaneously in fact they can
start learning when the babies are still in the womb if your native language is telugu then this book is for you teach your babies
these telugu words which they will remember forever if the pictures are shown and words repeated on a frequent basis you baby
will be soaking the information and will be able to recognise easily when they grow up this colourful and attractive picture book
is designed for babies and children for learning the telugu language increase your baby s telugu vocabulary lay the foundation
now get your copy today why buy this book easily identifiable words appropriate easily identifiable illustrations colourful pages
telugu words in telugu with english proven method why being bilingual is important being bilingual has many health benefits has
educational advantages makes one more open minded will make travel to india more enjoyable more aware of indian culture will
help your baby learn other languages part of the telugu for kids series

Telugu Language
2015-01-09

spoken telugu for absolute beginners is the most comprehensive english guide for telugu language on the market for absolute
beginners this book is a structured and systematic approach to teach yourself spoken telugu written by a well experienced
teacher specialized in teaching telugu to foreigners what is unique about this book what makes it better than other telugu
language learning books this book is the best in the market because it contains fun and essential vocabulary and phrases
speaking and listening practice pronunciation cultural notes and grammar explanation in very detailed manner telugu
vocabularies sentences and conversation scenarios are provided 30 plus audio tracks can be downloaded from google drive to
listen to details are given inside provided vocabulary sentences and verb conjugation in memrise application to make the
learning experience more fun and intuitive support from the author will be provided at all times built using simple easy to
understand english with an elaborate explanation at the end of the book you will be able to speak in telugu by making sentences
using 3 6 words this is the main and only goal of this book whether you are a foreigner visiting places where telugu is the main
spoken language or you want to interact with a telugu native speaker in your place or you want to learn a language which is
centuries old with lots of cultural values this book is for you

Spoken English For Telugu Speakers
2011

language learning which is a conscious process is the product of either a formal learning situation or a self study programme
kramina 2000 27 language learning begins at birth and continues throughout life people learn languages as they use it to
communicate their thoughts feelings and experiences establish relationships with family members and friends and strive to
make sense and order of their world by learning and incorporating new language structures into their repertoire and using them
in a variety of contexts people develop language fluency and proficiency opportunities to learn language occur first at home and
it extends as children move into the larger community schools provide environments where students continue to develop
language knowledge skills and strategies to achieve personal social and academic goals languages learning made easy is a
great contribution made by the present author it is a huge compilation of languages related rules structures and pictorial
presentations it is a self study guide for many who aspire to communicate in many languages one language serves as scaffolding
for another language while learning the grammatical rules and structures therefore learners can acquire languages at ease and



progress stage by stage with determination the material also covers several topics related to daily life and living environments
over and above the material is a great asset for many who want to excel in learning languages because mastery of any language
will enhance the self confidence of the people in the society therefore it is highly recommended that learners who wish to
become multi linguists must own a copy of it and immerse in joyful learning

A Grammar of the Telugu Language
2015-06-01

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you
may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Learn Hindi Through Telugu(With Cd)(Telugu To Hindi Learning Course)
1990

do you like to learn telugu language learn telugu will give you the start step to learn it if you are looking for a language guide
that holds your hand works through exercises or any of that this series is not for you this is basically a cliff notes version of
language it has tables of common subjects colors numbers days of the week etc in english on the left and telugu the right it s
simple clean and works very well on a kindle do you want to know tips to learn anything fast do you want to know how do to get
the energy to study after a long day do you want to know how quickly learner study you will know all that and more learn telugu
will help you to learn telugu grammar do you want to know what to say in hotel bank and train learn telugu will help you to say
some phrases that useful in different positions also you will get a large gift it is 13 books helping you to learn any second
language you like take a look at table of content before you buy this is book scroll up and grab a copy today

The Translation Guide
2006

on learning telugu as a second language for non telugu speaking people

An Intensive Course in Telugu
2020

this book is the most comprehensive guide for telugu language learning for beginners and advanced learners this book contains
1 spoken telugu lessons including urls and qr codes to access relevant video lessons 2 telugu vocabulary lessons 3 15000
commonly used words phrases and sentences with translation and transliterations 4 verb conjugation tables by reading this you
will be able to speak in telugu by making sentences on your own download the table of contents from drive google com file d
11qjudr3hwxuycxkdl75bjiyxhu i2uc6 view usp sharin

A Grammar of the Telugu Language
1873

university of california publications in linguistics v24

A Progressive Grammar of the Telugu Language with Copious Examples and
Exercises
2023-07-18



4000 hebrew telugu telugu hebrew vocabulary is a list of more than 4000 words translated from hebrew to telugu as well as
translated from telugu to hebrew easy to use great for tourists and hebrew speakers interested in learning telugu as well as
telugu speakers interested in learning hebrew

Dialogues In Telugu And English
2021-01-25

this unique two part resource provides travelers to south india with the tools they need to communicate in telugu and
experience the regional fully the bilingual dictionary has a concise vocabulary for daily use and the phrasebook allows instant
communication from introducing yourself to finding a doctor

Telugu Words for Babies and Toddlers. Words in Telugu & English for
Bilingual Children. Picture Book
2019-06-22

Spoken Telugu for Absolute Beginners
1853

Dialogues in telugu and english, with a grammatical analysis
2021-01-30

Learn Telugu Through English
1994

A Study of Telugu Regional and Social Dialects
1971

Intensive Course in Telugu
2018-10-21

Simplified Grammar of the Telugu Language
2016-12-04

Let's Learn - Learn Telugu
1972

Telugu Phonetic Reader
1995



The Telugu Language in Mauritius
1974

An Introduction to Modern Telugu
1853

Dialogues in Telugu and English
2020-06

Learn Telugu Through English - 8 X 10 - Paperback - June 2020 - 2nd Edition
2011-07-01

Telugu Verbal Bases
1991-01-01

A Grammar of the Telugu Language
1857

4000+ Hebrew - Telugu Telugu - Hebrew Vocabulary
2001
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A Comparative Study of Culture in Telugu, Punjabi & Hindi Proverbs
2017
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